Shôko (http://shoko.biz/en) combines the best of Asian and Mediterranean flavors, fusing the ingredients, while still conserving both traditional flavors. The restaurant sits on the Barcelona oceanfront, with a panoramic view. We'll be sitting on their heated terrace, and smelling the sea breeze as we eat delicious food from two fixed menus (one meat and seafood, the other vegetarian). Our reservation is for 8:00 PM (20:00).

Shôko is located at Passeig Marítim Barceloneta, 36, 08003 Barcelona. This is a 15 minute walk (1.1 km/0.68 miles) from the H10 Marina Barcelona Hotel. You can also take the V21 bus from the Marina-Ramon Turró stop, and get off at the Pg. Marítim stop. A single bus trip is 2.15€, and it looks like it might be faster to walk.
Wednesday May 13 – Gluster Summit Dinner Event @ Matís Bar
Sponsored by DataLab.es and Institut Municipal d'Informàtica, Barcelona

Matís Bar (http://matisbar.com) is a restaurant focused on Catalan Tapas cuisine, and was the winner of the Best New Opening in Barcelona 2014 from Gastronomistas.com. The restaurant is located near the center of the “old city”, with many interesting attractions nearby. The menu for the evening will allow us to taste a variety of tapas, featuring classical Catalan and Spanish cuisine, while still having enough variation to provide good choices for our vegetarians. We have a private room reserved for our group, with a reservation for 8:00 PM (20:00).

Matís Bar is located at Plaça Nova, 5, 08002 Barcelona. This is a 30 minute walk (2.2 km/1.36 mi), so we recommend that you take the Metro (subway) instead. To get there on the Metro, walk to the Bogatell station (2 blocks from the H10 Marina Barcelona Hotel), and ride the Yellow (L4) line (towards Trinitat Nova) for three stops, departing at station Jaume I. It is then a 5 minute walk to Matís Bar.
Other Nearby Dining Suggestions

• Breakfast is provided by the H10 Marina Barcelona hotel (if you're booked there under the Gluster rate). Coffee breaks and a lunch buffet will also be provided to all Gluster Summit attendees.
• Most restaurants in Barcelona will not open for dinner until 8:00 PM (20:00) or later.
• The H10 Marina Barcelona hotel has a Dionissos Restaurant, as well as two bars (one poolside).
• Restaurante la Collita Brasseria serves traditional Spanish cuisine. It is a block from the H10 Hotel, at Carrer de Ramon Turró, 19. [http://www.letseat.at/lacollita](http://www.letseat.at/lacollita)
• Manna Restaurant serves Mediterranean cuisine. It is a block from the H10 Hotel, at Carrer de Llull, 74. [http://www.restaurante-villa-olimpica.com](http://www.restaurante-villa-olimpica.com)
• Picnic is a Tapas restaurant on the opposite side of the Parc de La Ciutadella (from the H10 Hotel), at Carrer del Comerç, 1. They strongly recommend you make a reservation. [http://www.picnic-restaurant.com/contact/](http://www.picnic-restaurant.com/contact/)
• Himalaya Restaurant serves Indian cuisine. It is about a 20 minute walk from the H10 Hotel, at Carrer de Casp, 150. [http://www.himalayarestaurant.es/](http://www.himalayarestaurant.es/)
• If all else fails, check Google/Yelp. Happy dining!